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One of my favorite parts about Christmas is adding to our family's collection of ornaments
every year for our tree. My husband and I started the tradition when we were first dating,
picking out an ornament together when visiting the world's largest Christmas store. And every
year since then, we have added a yearly ornament that signifies something important in our
lives — like a baby!
Take a look at some of these great pregnancy ornaments for your tree, with everything from
announcing your bundle of joy to gender reveals to ultrasound keepsakes!
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How cute is this pregnancy announcement ornament? It combines three of my favorite things
— burlap, flowers, and babies!
Get it here from CrystalCoveDS on Etsy, $29.50
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If that's not the cutest little reindeer I've ever seen, I don't know what is. This wooden,
handmade ornament is customizable, but the cute baby is not optional.
Buy baby's first Christmas ornament here from CrystalCoveDS on Etsy, $21.99
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Announce your big news to the soon-to-be grandparents with this aluminum Christmas tree
ornament, featuring the baby's due date. This ornament can also be personalized with different
messages. Love what a special memory this would make hanging every year on the tree.
Buy it here from sierrametaldesign on Etsy, $28
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There is something so beautiful about this ornament, isn't there? I feel like it just captures the
magic and mystery of pregnancy, and even after you're holding that baby in your arms, this
ornament will remind you of the miracle of life year after year.
Buy it here from ElizabethBonura on Etsy, $35
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If you have any older children, this chalkboard ornament would make a special present for
them. And because it's chalkboard, they can personalize it as well. You could also order an
ornament for any special aunt, uncle, or grandparent as well. At only six bucks a pop, this one's
a bargain!
Buy one here from SHEdesigned on Etsy, $6
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Submit a picture of your ultrasound or another maternity image of your pregnancy to remember
it by with this Christmas ornament. I love how unique this wooden block ornament is.
Get it here from SignatureExpressions on Etsy, $16.50
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If you're looking for a unique way to reveal your baby's gender to your partner or your older
kids, look no further than this adorable ornament! How fun would it be to wrap this up and hang
it up together on the tree?
Buy it here from TypePosters on Etsy, $10
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I love the cute colors and glossy finish on this ornament. It's simple, yet fun, and it would make
the perfect ornament for your baby's first Christmas as part of your family.
Get it here from PremiumCustomGifts on Etsy, $14.95
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You can use your baby's ultrasound to create a one-of-a-kind ornament to commemorate his or
her first Christmas — or use the color selection to set up a Christmastime gender reveal.
Get it here from TheOneStopButtonShop on Etsy, $12
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How special of an idea — capture the first beats that made your own heart beat as a mother
with this unique ornament. If you can obtain an image of your baby's heartbeat, you can have it
transformed with this ornament that will hang on your tree year after year.
Get it here from MamasMemoriesJewelry on Etsy, $14
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What is your favorite Christmas ornament?
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